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Theses in English 

 

FIRST THESIS: PROPOSITION OF TERMS AND DEFINITION 

T1: I clarified the expressions that were used (not always unambiguously) in the 

English and French literature of the topic, and made suggestions for the 

Hungarian terms to be used. After this, I proved that external corporate 

information is much less discussed than internal information. Based on literature 

and my experiences, I also suggested a new definition for Competitive Intelligence, 

that I felt to be more precise than the existing ones. 

 

T1.1: I clarified the expressions that were used (not always unambiguously) in the 

English and French literature of the topic, and made suggestions for the 

Hungarian terms to be used. 

 

The most precise English term is Environmental Scanning, which discusses most of 

all information acquisition. Competitve Intelligence compared to Environmental 

Scanning contains information acquisition, its processing and dissemination too. 

Business Intelligence is a broader term, because it is used for both external and 

internal information. French literature employs the word veille that means 

“wakefulness”, “vigilance”: Veille Stratégique, Veille Economique. Others prefer to use 

the term Intelligence Economique saying that veille means only passive listening. The 

most useful keywords are Environmental Scanning and Competitor Intelligence. 

Competitive Intelligence is often used improperly as a synonym of Business Intelligence.  

 

In Hungarian, Environmental Scanning can be translated as “környezetfigyelés”, 

Competitive Intelligence as “üzleti intelligencia”. The first is better because no one would 

think about industrial/economic spying or internal information about it. The 
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advantages of the second are that it does not only mean political, legal, etc. 

environment (only in a broad meaning), and that no one would think it is about 

the protection of the environment. A translation of “competitive environmental 

scanning” as suggested by Ferenc Kiss can be a good compromise. 

 

T1.2: I proved that external corporate information is much less discussed than 

internal information. 

 

Typing Business Intelligence or the names of its major technologies as keyword in 

Google search gives one order of magnitude more references than Competitive 

Intelligence, and two orders of magnitude more than Environmental Scanning.  

 

T1.3: Based on literature and my experiences, I also suggested a new definition for 

Competitive Intelligence, that I felt to be more precise than the existing ones. 

 

There are several definitions for Competitive Intelligence in literature. Most of 

them emphasise, that it means the collecting, processing and dissemination of 

information, this being completed, with having as goal to gain or keep competitive 

advantage, being anticipating, collective, strategic, organised, having its own tools, 

supporting decisions, but using only legal methods. As none of these definitions 

had all the important aspects, I created a new one: „Competitive Intelligence aims to 

diminish the risks of economic decision-making by collecting, processing and disseminating 

relevant information and by connecting information owners, but only with the use of legal methods 

and tools.” 
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SECOND THESIS: STATISTICS ON DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 

T2: I developed a method that can measure in quantitative field studies the 

development level of the Internet-based Competitive Intelligence.  I applied this 

method to a large sample and observed that companies are indeed 

underdeveloped, that there is no significant improvement within two consecutive 

years, and that the more developed firms show several similarities.  

 

T2.1: I developed a method that can measure in quantitative field studies the 

development level of the Internet-based Competitive Intelligence. 

 

I defined three levels of development: 

   3. The company uses intelligent tools (it searches in on-line forums); 

   2. The company uses only traditional tools (search on Web-sites of competitors 

or in databases); 

   1. The company does not use any Internet-based tools (none of the above sited). 

 

T2.2: I applied the method presented in T1.1 to a large sample and observed that 

companies are indeed underdeveloped in Internet-based Competitive Intelligence. 

    

H1. Hypothesis: Most companies belong to the least developed group. 

Test: Frequency-test. 

Result: 58% of companies belong to the least developed group, 7% belong to the 

most developed. H1 retained. 
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T2.3: I observed that there is no significant improvement from one year to the 

other among companies in Internet-based Competitive Intelligence.  

 

H2. Hypothesis: There is significant difference in the proportion of the groups 

between 2001 and 2002. 

Test: Chi-square (significant difference in frequencies) 

Result: Differences are not significant (szig. 0,258>0,05), H2 rejected. 
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T2.4: I observed, that competition felt harder, higher sales, organisation based on 

market, country or project, more developed IT, or belonging to the ICT-sector 

mean more developed Competitive Intelligence. More levels of hierarchy, more 

employees, or manually consolidated ERP and MIS are not significant 

characteristics. 

  

Summary of result: 

Hypottesis Characteristic of the company tesed Test Result 

H3a Harder competition -> More reactivity F-test Retained 
H3b More reactivity -> More developed CI F-test Retained 
H3c Harder Competition -> More developed CI F-test Retained 
H4a More levels of hierarchy -> More developed CI F-test   Rejected 
H4b More employees -> More developed CI F-test   Rejected 
H4c Higher Sales -> More developed CI F-test Retained 
H5 Org by market/country/project -> More developed CI Chi-sqr Retained 
H6a ERP -> More developed CI F-test   Rejected 
H6b MIS -> More developed CI F-test   Rejected 
H6c MIS with auto dataconsolidation -> More developed CI F-test Retained 
H6d More intranet features -> More developed CI F-test Retained 
H6e Internet access -> More developed CI F-test Retained 
H7 Belonging to ICT sector -> More developed CI F-test Retained 
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THIRD THESIS: ONE COMPANY IN DETAIL 

T3: After having observed that companies are underdeveloped in Internet-based 

Competitive Intelligence, I decided to inspect one company more in detail. I 

concluded that this company had quite developed Competitive Intelligence but did 

not use the Internet for it.  

 

Study: Competitive Intelligence in the Bosch group 

(242 000 employees, 33 countries, 2/3 automotive sector, 7% of income for R+D) 

 

Competitive Intelligence in the corporate marketing and sales department: 

• Competitor reports (monthly); 

• Competitor profiles (up to date); 

• Networks: innov., marketing, technical trends, communication, competitors; 

• Co-ordination of Sales Forums and external studies and reports. 

 

Central communication department: daily, weekly press reviews. 

 

Other: Marketing and sales departments of subsidiaries and divisions, ad hoc 

searches. 

 

Sources of the Corporate Competitor Intelligence Information System: Network 

reports, C/AS analyses, external news providers and databases … but the Internet 

is not used. 
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FORTH THESIS: EXPLORATION OF POSSIBILITIES 

T4: Based on literature, I created a classification system for the Internet based 

Information-acquisition tools and attempted to classify thoroughly all existing 

tools in it, Hungarian portals included. Then I described for the relevant 

information types the most useful tool-types and suggested existing tools as 

examples.  

 

T4.1: Based on literature, I created a classification system for the Internet based 

Information-acquisition tools and attempted to classify thoroughly all existing 

tools in it. 

 

Directories, Search portals (example: Yahoo!) 

Search-engines (Google) 

Metasearch-engines (Dogpile) 

Databases, Vertical Search Engines (Looksmart) 

Intelligent Agents: 

 Agents for Ad hoc search – online, pull:  

General Search-agents (Tiny Search Engine), 

  Metasearch-agents (Copernic Agent), 

  Intelligent Search-agnets  (Human Links), 

  Specialised Search-agents (Strategic Finder) 

 Agents for continuous scanning – offline, push:  

Spy-agents (e-Surveiller) 

  Alerting agents (News Watch, EKR) 

  Push agents (MSNBC) 

 

T4.2: I described for the relevant information types the most useful tool-types and 

suggested existing tools as examples. 
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Topics of ad hoc search  

Search for someone: ask on the phone, phone book, professional forums… 

Search for a company: domain-search, on-line phone books, professional 

communities, specialised Web-sites … 

Search for software: specialised portals… 

Abuses, misuses: domain-search, general search, newsgroups… 

Other keyword search: large search-engines, metasearch-engines… 

Contextual search: intelligent agents… 

 

Topics of organised scanning: 

Technology: patents, technology audit 

Competitors: Competitors’ products, distribution channels, marketing 

strategy, sales, costs, corporate culture, activities 

Commerce / market: trends, successful products, reclamation, intensity of 

competition 

Environment: news, situation of citizens, culture, politics, law, partners 

 

By human interaction, large search-engines (Google), or specialised search-

engines can be used (AllExperts, GoFish). For automatic work, alerting and 

Web-site scanning agents (Talking Stocks, Timely Web), or specialised 

search-agents (Strategic Finder) are the most useful. Custom-made solutions 

are not rare. 
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FIFTH THESIS: KNOWLEDGE-BASED MODEL 

T5: For a better understanding of the benefits of the Internet and the role of 

Competitive Intelligence in companies, I created a knowledge-based method to 

evaluate the efficiency of Competitive Intelligence, and proposed a new CI model. 

 

T5.1: For a better understanding of the benefits of the Internet and the role of 

Competitive Intelligence in companies, I created a knowledge-based method to 

evaluate the efficiency of Competitive Intelligence. 

 

 

 

 

 

In a knowledge-based approach, Competitive Intelligence (together with other 

factors) increases the immaterial assets of a company. To evaluate the immaterial 

assets I aggregated the indicators proposed by Sveiby in one single score by using 

a decision tree. The score ranging from 0 to 100 thus calculated is the starting 

point.  

CI

CI
RC

DBQRIA
Eff

⋅∆
= , where  

EffCI is the Efficiency of Competitive Intelligence (a score), 

∆IA is the change in the company’s Immaterial Assets (a score), 

DBQR is the rate of the Queries in the CI Knowledge Base (%), 

RCCI is the relative Cost of Competitive Intelligence (%). 

 

The result helps to compare two companies or one company in two different 

moments of time, which can be useful to decision-makers, developers or investors. 

Comparing the score to the satisfaction of the CI’s internal customers (by survey, 

interview), it can be verified. 
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T5.2: I created a knowledge-based model for Competitive Intelligence, which 

corresponds better to the observed specifics than the existing ones.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The three main activities appear in the new model: information acquisition, 

information processing and information dissemination towards decision-makers. It 

is circular, because it takes part in the organisational learning processes, and it is 

flexible enough to contain simultaneously fully IT-based or fully human-based 

operations. The main actors are the gate-keepers, the analysers, and the deciders, 

the operator appear also.  

 

The external circle is the place of ad hoc, not organised, direct information flow 

and feedback. The organised Environmental Scanning (internal arrows) uses the 

knowledge base, either by addressing indirect, sometimes already analysed 

information, or by addressing meta-information to know where is the information 

located or who is its owner. By this way, organised and not organised searches are 

linked in the system. The most important innovation of the model is that it 

handles separately the ad hoc and organised information flows, as well as human 

and machine memories. 
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